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DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH.
These are for illustration purposes only; they reflect various default values, not considered judgment.
This is the CORE view. It includes the industry statistics column

NOTE: The mechanics for CORE and PLUS are the same. The only difference is that there are more data
elements in PLUS.

This is the PLUS view. It includes the industry statistics column

This is the Toolkit 6 View. There is no industry column. Companies are in alpha order.

Stock Comparison Guides - Other Differences
Option/Task

Online CORE & PLUS

Desktop Toolkit 6

Add notes to the SCG

Yes

No

Print the SCG

Yes, with/without notes

Yes (no notes)

Share the comparison online

Yes

No

Save the comparison

Yes

No

Refresh company data

Yes (automatic path to your SSG,
where you can refresh data, then
return to SCG and refresh there
too)
Yes

No (must delete study and readd it after updating your SSG)

Add incomplete SSGs to a
comparison (with only historical
data)

Yes

No (SSGs must be fully
completed with judgment items
to add to a comparison)

Control the order in which
studies are listed in the
comparison

Yes (by entering them into the
columns in the order you want
them)

No (studies are automatically
listed alphabetically)

Remove default highlighting

Yes

Yes

Highlight what you want

Yes

No (Highlighting is all or none)

Highlight the same item for more
than one company
Optionally add extra weighting
to certain data items

Yes

This may happen automatically
but is not under your control.
Yes

Vary the content of some rows

No

Collapse sections to simplify
views
Total data items

Yes

Yes (in rows 23, 27 and 28, you
have 4 to 7 choices as to which
data items to display)
No

Core/25, Plus/42

TK/30

Compare industry statistics

No

No

